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N getting out this number of THE TECHNIC, the
I Board of Editors finds itself composed al-
most entirely of new members. Only three old
experienced men remain to relate the trials of
previous Boards. Our readers will certainly re-
gret this when they see what they have to en-
dure. Doubtless it will take some time for us to
learn the ways of things, where to find something
to say, and how to say it. We intend to do our
best, but trust our readers will not expect too
much, and hope they will not look for any radical
changes. We do, however, expect to improve
whenever we see and recognize an opportunity
to do so.
THE TECHNIC is a paper intended to keep thestudents, alumni, and faculty of Rose con-
stantly in touch with one another and to inform
each as to what the others are doing. The previ-
ous Boards, aided by the united efforts of these
members of a large family, have succeeded in
placing THE TECHNIC in a position high among
college journals. In order to maintain the high
standard which they have established, it will re-
quire the assistance of all who have been, who are
now, connected with Rose. It must be plainly
understood here that the members of the Board of
Editors are not to be the sole contributors to THE
TECHNIC. Let the older members bear this in mind.
Let the Freshman class assist wherever they can.
Let them note any happenings of special interest
from the class room or the campus, and let them
report these to the local editors, who are at all•
times on the lookout for such material. There
need be no hesitation about giving them such
information. There is no fear that they will
know too much about what is going on; outside
of the editorial sanctum they are very modest and
mum.
THERE have been two additions made to theeditorial staff. These were found to be nec-
essary on account of the extra amount of work.
Last June the editor was given an assistant, who
is to have entire charge of the local department.
Later, a TECHNIC artist was appointed. The lat-
ter will trouble himself with the sketches, *draw-
ings, and illustrations which have come to form
quite an important feature, as nearly all the scien-
tific subjects require illustration.
THE Scientific Society made another feeble ef-fort last fall to keep itself in existence. But
after a few meetings which were full of interest
in themselves, although the attendance was rather
poor, the interest in them suddenly vanished.
This was due in a great measure to the lack of
contributions, which were entirely voluntary, and
to the partial failure of the committee in discov-
.
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ering any of them anxious to be presented. How-
ever, a decided change has been made this year in
regard to the contributions. The faculty have
taken the matter into their hands and whenever
a student is askect to present a subject for discus-
sion, the same will be required of him.
A Scientific Society in an institution such as
ours will never find it easy to maintain itself on
account of the great amount of work required of
the students in the regular course of the Institute.
Yet a society of this kind is one that will greatly
benefit the students who attend, in more ways
than one. They will not only receive the instruc-
tion to be obtained from the meetings, but the
one who has to prepare a paper will necessarily
instruct himself well on the subject he prepares,
and will also obtain that training, in presenting
his paper to the Society, of which we get so little
here. Let every student give his full support to
the work of the Society, both in attending and in
writing for it, so that a full-fledged Scientific So-
ciety may be placed upon a secure foundation.
AT last the regular work in the gymnasiumhas begun in earnest. The Sophomore and
Freshman classes have passed their physical ex-
aminations, and are preparing to work up their
muscular powers to the top notch. The gym-
nasium work is required only of the two lower
classes, it being optional . with the Senior and
Juniors this year. Two hours a week practice is
required under the direction of the gymnasium
instructor, Mr. McMeans. The Athletic Associa-
tion still remains separate from the gymnasium
classes, and it is hoped that no one will give up
his interest in the Association, for it controls all
the out-door sports, and if Rose is to make any
showing on Field Day next spring, every man in
the Institute, in order to bring all the available
material into use, should be a member of the
Athletic Association.
,•••••
WHEN the work of THE TECHNIC was givenover to the present Board )f Editors a sug-
gestion was offered which has met with our hearty
approval. It is that in the local department a
space be set aside for short articles, chosen from
the exercises of the English classes. These arti-
cles will be of the nature of sketches, essays and
short stories on topics literary and scientific. This
will require the full support of the students, and
if carried out properly will be of great value to
them, as well as to THE TECHNIC. We begin this
month, giving two short sketches, written by
Freshmen.
THE course of lectures which we were so longin securing, the first of which was presented
to the students last year, is to be continued this
fall. It is with great pleasure that we make this
anouncement for the lectures given last year were
extremely interesting and instructive, and proved
to be of great value to every student. The pro-
gram has not, as yet, been made out, but it will
be announced in a very short time, and we sin-
cerely hope the first number will be presented
soon after.
LAST year a number of TECHNIC boxes weremade and put up in different places through-
out the Institute. The purpose of this was to
make it more convenient for the students to send
in any articles, bits of interest, information, etc.,
which they might wish to have appear in THE
TECHNIC. Not unfrequently peculiarexpressions,
odd remarks, happy hits are made which, if not
taken down at once, are lost. So take them down.
Hand them in. Don't wait. Let the seed fall
upon good ground. Make use of the boxes when
the idea strikes you. Boxes will be found in the
civil department, physical laboratory, library,
wood shop, machine shop, and the main hall.
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THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
Extracts from the Address of W. A. Noyes, Vice President Section C. Read before the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, at Buffalo, August 24, 1896.
"Physical Chemistry is the chemistry of the
future." These words, quoted from an address
by Professor Du Bois-Reymond, were used by Opt-
wald ten years ago in the introduction to the first
number of the Zeitschrift fiir physikalische
Chemie. In using these words Du Bois-Reymond
looked forward to a time when it shall be possi-
ble to give a mathematical expression to all forms
of chemical knowledge. The picture in his mind
seems to have been that of a sort of astronomy of
the atoms, in which the motions and forces with-
in the molecules shall be known very much as
are the motions and forces within the planetary
system.
While physical chemistry has made little or no
apparent progress toward the goal marked out by
Du Bois-Reymond, the practical achievements
during the last ten or fifteen years have been very
considerable and it is to these practical achieve-
ments that I wish to turn our attention.
Whenever the subject of physical chemistry is
mentioned our thoughts naturally turn to the
subject of solutions. Not that physical chemis-
try has to do only or chiefly with solutions, for,
as I understand it, physical chemistry has to do
with all of those physical properties of matter
which can only be understood by taking into
consideration at the same time its composition;
but rather because some of the most valuable re-
sults of physico-chemical researches have been in
this field, and because diversity of views has made
this the chief recent battle-ground in chemistry.
Up to about eleven years ago our knowledge of
solutions was almost entirely of an empirical
character. No great generalization similar to
those which had long been known for gases
had been discovered. In 1885 J. H van't Hofl
proposed, his theory of osmotic pressure. The
empirical basis for this theory lay in. the experi-
ments of many different workers, some of them
made many years before. Studies in osmose
date from the early years of this century and, in-
deed, some experiments were made more than a
century ago. It was not, however, till 1867 that
the discovery of true semi-permeable membranes
was made. In that year M. Traube showed that
membranes may be prepared which will readily
allow the passage of water but which are totally
impervious to certain substances in solution. Ten
years later W. Pfeffer conceived the idea of pre-
paring such membranes in the interior of a solid
partition. By exposing a cup of porous porcelain
to the action of a solution of copper sulphate on
one side and of potassium ferrocyanide on the
other, a precipitate is formed within the mass of
the porcelain which is permeable to water but
which is impervious to the passage of sugar and
many other substances. With such cells the os-
motic pressure was measured and was found to be
surprisingly great. For a one and a half per cent.
solution of saltpetre it is more than three atmos-
pheres; for sea water it would be about twenty
atmospheres. Pfeffer's experiments were made
witth reference to their bearing on the action of
organic cells and on other physiological questions,
and it was eight years later before their ex-
traordinary theoretical importance was pointed
out by van't Hoff.
A careful study of the experimental data given
by Pfeffer and others leads to the following con-
clusions:
First, the osmotic pressure is directly propor-
tional to the concentration of the solution.
Second, the osmotic pressure is directly pro-
portional to the absolute temperature. In estab-
lishing this law the experiments of Soret are of
especial interest. He subjected a solution of
copper sulphate, contained in a vertical tube, to
a temperature of 800 near the top and of 20° at
the bottom. Under these circumstances the con-
centration increases below and diminishes above.
After equilibrium was established it was found
that the per cent, of copper sulphate in the two
parts of the solution was inversely as the absolute
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temperature. The analogy with what would take
place in a gas under the same conditions is clear.
Third, solutions which are isotonic at a given
temperature contain in unit volume the same
number of molecules of the dissolved substance.
Another statement of the same law, which gives it
also a quantitative expression, is, that, the osmotic
pressure of a solution is the same as though the
dissolved substance existed as a gas within the
same space. The osmotic pressure of a one per
cent, solution of sugar may be calculated by the
same formula which we should use to calculate
the pressure exerted by one gram of a gaseous
body having a molecular weight of 342 and con-
tained in a volume of 100.6 cubic centimeters.
Every one recognizes, of course, that the laws
which have been given for osmotic pressure are
identical with the laws of Boyle, of Charles and
of Avogadro for gases. Van't Hoff pointed out
this analogy very clearly but he did not give any
clear explanation of what he considered as the
real cause of the phenomena of osmose. He
spoke, from the purely empirical side, of the at-
traction which the solution exerts for pure water.
Ostwald in his Lehrbuch is even more careful.
He speaks of the cell as conducting itself. as
though there is within it a partial vacuum for
water. These expressions are very similar to
those of the older text-books which speak of the
expansion of gases as due to the repulsion of their
particles for each other, and appear to me equally
misleading and unsatisfactory. In a later paper,
in reply to a criticism by Lothar Meyer, van't Hoff
gives a clearer explanation in terms of the kinetic
theory.
• If we have a gas in a confined space and intro-
duce into it a small amount of some volatile liquid,
the vapor of the liquid will rise and fill the space
very nearly as though the gas were not present,
and when equilibrium is reached the pressure
will equal the original pressure of the gas plus the
vapor pressure of the liquid. The explanation
is that the pressure exerted on the surface of the
liquid by the gas is not that of continuous mat-
ter, but is due to the bombardment of its surface
by particles of discontinuous matter. The parti-
cles of the liquid find ample opportunity, there-
fore, to rise between the particles of the gas.
Let us take a second case, which has, however,
as far as I am aware, never been realized. Sup-
pose a vessel having a wall impervious to the
molecules of one gas but pervious to those of a
second. If such a vessel, containing the first gas,
is placed in an atmosphere of the second, the
molecules of the latter will pass the walls and
enter the space occupied by the first, exactly as
the molecules of the volatile liquid rise among
the molecules of the gas above and equilibrium
will be established only when the pressure exerted
by the second gas is equal within and without.
The pressure within the vessel will then exceed
that on the outside by exactly the pressure ex-
erted by the gas whose molecules cannot pass the
wall.
The case with osmotic pressure is very similar
to that last mentioned. Here we have a semi-
permeable wall actually realized. For instance,
we may have a wall which will allow water to
pass freely, but which is impervious to the mole-
cules of sugar. If pure water be on one side of
such a wall and a solution of sugar on the other,
equilibrium can exist only when the pressure due
to the water alone is equal on both sides; for the
molecules of sugar, because of their discontinu-
ous character, can exert no influence to cause the
molecules of water to pass one way or the other,
exactly as a gas can exert no permanent effect to
prevent the vapor of a liquid from passing up-
ward into it. In the end, therefore the pressure
on the side of the solution must exceed that on
the side of the pure solvent by the amount of
pressure due to the kinetic energy of the mole-
cules of the dissolved substance. If we further
suppose that this energy is the same in the liquid
as in the gaseous state, and the laws of osmotic
pressure give us every reason to believe that it is,
the explanation is complete.
This explanation gives us a conception of liq-
uids as very closely related to gases in many of
their properties, the main difference being that, in
the liquid, the molecule does not possess enough
kinetic energy to separate it from the mass of
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neighboring molecules, although its motion with-
in the confined space is very similar to that of
the molecule of a gas.
But it is not only, nor, indeed, mainly in his
study of the phenomena of osmose that van't
Hoff has rendered the greatest service. Very few
perfect semi-permeable walls are known, and os-
motic pressures are very difficult to measure di-
rectly, so that, if we were dependent on direct
measurements, the theory would be of scarcely
more than theoretical interest. Van't Hoff
pointed out, however, that the concentration of a
solution by the removal of the solvent, whether
effected by a piston composed of a semi-permeable
wall, by the evaporation of the solvent, or by the
separation of crystals of the pure solvent by
freezing, is, in each case a reversible process anal-
agous to the compressson of a gas, and that, as
with all other reversible processes, it is subject to
the second law of thermo-dynamics. This made
it possible to connect the lowering of the vapor
pressure and the depression of the freezing point
of solutions directly with their osmotic pressure.
This has given an indirect determination of the
osmotic pressure in thousands of different cases.
As a practical result we have now at our disposal
a large number of methods for the determination
of the molecular weights of solid and liquid bod-
ies.
In 1884 Arrhenius published the results of re-
searches on the electrical conductivity of solu-
tions, on which he had been engaged for two years.
In the course of his studies he was led to the con-
clusion that only a part of the molecules of an
electrolyte are concerned in conveying the elec-
trical current, and that it is necessary to dis-
tinguish between "active" and " inactive " mole-
cules in this regard. The conductivity is greater
in proportion to the amount of the electrolyte
present, for dilute than for concentrated solutions,
and for an infinite dilution the molecules would,
presumably, become all "active." Arrhenius
pointed out, also, that there is a close connection
between the number of " active " molecules as de-
termined by the electrical conductivity of solu-
tions, and the "-avidity" of acids as determined
by the thermo-chemical researches of Thomsen.
His first explanation of the cause of the differ-
ence between the " active " and " inactive " mole-
cules, was, however, unsatisfactory and was not
well received.
Shortly after, in his first development of his
theory of solutions, van't Hoff was compelled to
admit that 'many substances in aqueous solutions
cause a depression of the freezing point much
greater than they should in proportion to their
molecular weights. He expressed the deviation
by the use of a factor "i," which is, for electro-
lytes, always greater than unity and expresses
the number of times the depression exceeds the
theoretical depression as calculated from the
molecular weight. This factor was at first con-
sidered to be a constant, but it is now known
that it is variable and that it increases with the
dilution. The obvious meaning of this factor is
that the molecules of electrolytes are separated
into two or more parts when dissolved in water,
or other liquids which have a similar effect in
causing electrical conductivity. But, just as
chemists were very slow to see that the abnormal
densities of ammonium chloride and of many
other substances are due to dissociation, so van't
Hoff did not draw a conclusion which seemed to
be so contradictory to all preconceived notions
about the bodies in question. Arrhenius, how-
ever, saw the logical conclusion, and his studies
had prepared him for its acceptance. As a re-
sult, he proposed, in 1887, his theory of electro-
lytic dissociation.
This theory, which seemed at first very im-
probable, has shown itself capable of coordinat-
ing the facts of many diverse fields of work and
has proved more valuable in the incentive which
it has given to research and more prolific of re-
sults than any other theory proposed during the
last decade. According to the theory, an electro-
lyte when dissolved in water, and sometimes
when dissolved in other solvents, is separated
more or less completely into its i,ons.
The empirical basis for the theory lies in the
correspondence between electrolytic conductivity
and the divergence from the normal depression of
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the freezing point and lowering of the vapor pres-
sure; in the correspondence of both with the
"avidity" of acids which has already been re-
ferred to; in the quantitative connection between
each of these and the chemical effect of acids as
shown in the inversion of cane sugar and saponi-
fication of methyl acetate; in the satisfactory ex-
planation which it gives for the independent mi-
gration of ions during electrolysis as established
by the work of Hittorf, Kohlrauch, and others;
in the fact that an electrolyte obeys the same
law for dissociation with increasing dilution as a
gas under diminishing pressure, first pointed out
theoretically by Ostwald and Planck, and then
experimentally established by Ostwald, Wilder-
mann, Loomis, and others; and, in general by the
fact that the properties of a dilute solution of an
electrolyte are dependent on the sum of the prop-
erties of the ions present rather than on the prop-
erties of the chemical compound which those ions
may combine to produce. It would take me too
far to illustrate this last statement as shown to be
true of the density, color and other properties of
solutions.
The theory has thrown light upon many chem-
ical riddles and has placed the chemist in a posi-
tion to predict phenomena which could formerly
be known only as the result of experiment. It
suggests at once the distinction between reactions
of ions and reactions of bodies which do not un-
dergo ionic dissociation. The former take place
in solutions at ordinary temperatures and so in-
stantaneously that the time factor cannot be
measured; the latter frequently require an ele-
vated temperature and are sometimes very slow.
The distinction is, perhaps, a practical, rather
than a strictly logical one, for theoretical consid-
erations lead us inevitably to the conclusion that
only additive reactions, and in many cases not
even those, can take place without a previous
dissociation of some sort. In this view, the dis-
tinction between ionic reactions and others is
that in solutions of electrolytes a considerable
portion of the compounds have undergone disso-
ciation; and as any ion is removed by precipita-
tion, or otherwise, the remainder of the compound
of which it is a part undergoes rapid dissociation
owing to the resulting dilution of the solution.
In such cases the dissociation appears to take
place almost exclusively at one point in the com_
pound, and the reactions are clean and practically
quantitative. In what may be called non-ionic re-
actions, on the other hand, the initial dissociation
appears to be trifling and, notably with organic
compounds, may take place at several points; the
reactions between the resulting parts must be
slow and may give rise to a variety of compounds.
In accordance with the theory, only those ele-
ments or groups which exist as independent ions
in a solution enter readily into combination with
other ions. Hence an atom which forms a part
of a complex ion as the iron of ferro- or ferri-
cyanides and the chlorine of chloro-platinic acid
and of potassium chlorate cannot be detected by
the ordinary reagents for these elements. This
principle is of fundamental importance for ana-
lytical chemistry and has, of course, in its empir-
ical form, been long recognized.
In the case of analytical chemistry, especially,
the new theories of physical chemistry seem des-
tined to transform what has been, hitherto, an
almost exclusively empirical science and raise
it to a higher plane. An illustration of a practi-
cal application of the theory in this field may be
of interest.
This is with regard to the indicators used in
acidimetry. It has long been known that the
same indicator is not equally satisfactory in all
cases, but the reason has never been clearly stated
till recently. The principles on which the dis-
cussion depends are these: an acid solution is
characterized by the presence of free hydrogen
ions, a basic solution by the presence of free
hydroxyl and free metallic ions; in the case of a
strong acid or base the number of hydrogen or
hydroxyl ions is large in proportion to the quan-
tity of the acid or base present, while in the case
of a weak acid or base the number of ions is small;
in other words the difference between strong and
weak acids and bases is that the dissociation fac-
tor of the former is very much the larger. The
indicators in use are relatively weak acids or
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bases for which the free ions possess a different
color from that of the pure acid or base. Thus
phenol phthalein is colorless, while its ion is red;
litmus is red, while its ion is blue. In the pres-
ence of hydrogen ions the dissociation of each of
these substances is diminished in accordance with
the well known law of dissociation that the pres-
ence of one of the products of dissociation de-
creases the dissociation of the compound. Hence,
in acid solutions these bodies are so little disso-
ciated that the color of the compound and not
that of the ion appears. In alkaline solutions,
however, the color of the ions is developed since
the potassiuth and sodium salts, even of very
weak acids, are largely dissociated in dilute
solutions.
There is, however, a very considerable differ-
ence in the dissociation factors for the different
indicators. The dissociation factor is much
higher for methyl orange and for cochineal than
for litmus and phenol phthalein, and while the
dissociation factor of hydrochloric and similar
acids is so high that a very small excess will
cause the change in color, even of methyl orange,
the dissociation factor for many acids, and espe-
cially for most organic acids, is so low that a quite
appreciable excess is required, and the change in
color will be slow and uncertain. Hence, methyl
orange and cochineal are entirely unsuitable for
the titration of weak acids, and litmus or phenol
phthalein must be used. For weak bases, and
notably for ammonia, the conditions are reversed.
The salts of such bases with phenol phthaleIn, or
with litimus, undergo hydrolysis in dilute solu-
tions and a considerable excess of the base will be
required before the ions characteristic of the in-
dicator will appear. The salts of the same bases
with methyl orange or cochineal are not so read-
ily hydrolyzed and these indicators are more
suitable.
A practical complication arises from the pres-
ence of carbonic acid in most the solutions which
we titrate. I will not take the time here to dis-
cuss the details of the theory which points out
very clearly that, for accurate results, carbonic
acid must be excluded from solutions in which
litmus or phenol phthalein are employed, while,
if concentrated, methyl orange or cochineal may
be used satisfactorily, for strong acids.
It is not alone in chemistry that the theories
of osmotic pressure and of electrolytic dissociation
have proved of practical value. Nernst has de-
veloped from these theories a theory for the cause
of the electromotive force in batteries, which,
while it may not, as yet, have received general
acceptance, is a more useful expression for our
present knowledge than any previously proposed.
The most important conception at the basis of
this theory is that of what may be called a solu-
tion pressure for metals, corresponding in some
sense to the vapor pressure of liquids. When
zinc, for instance, is in contact with water, or an
aqueous solution, this solution pressure is a force
impelling the atoms of zinc to pass into solution.
In order that they may do so, however, each atom
must pass over into the state of an ion; that is, it
must receive a charge of positive electricity which
is carried with it into the solution. But only a
very few atoms can pass into solution before the
negative charge left in the mass of the zinc in
proportion as the positive ions separate from it
will cause such an accumulation of zinc ions in
proximity with the zinc as to balance the solution
pressure. If, however, an opportunity is given
for the escape of the negative charge from the
zinc and at the same time positive ions are
allowed to escape from the solution at some other
point, the zinc will continue to dissolve and cur-
rents of electricity will be set up. Thus, in the
Daniell or, gravity cell, zinc ions pass into solu-
tion, and a corresponding number of copper ions
are deposited. The force which causes the move-
ment of the ions and with them the transference
of electrical energy within the cell is mainly the
very high solution pressure of the zinc as com-
pared with that of copper. Other factors, such as
the osmotic pressure of zinc ions already in solu-
tion which tends to counteract the solution pres-
sure of the zinc, the osmotic pressure of copper
ions which aids in the separation of the copper,
and the different velocity of translation for var-
ious ions which may cause differences of potential
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when the fluids of the cell are not homogeneous,
are most of them comparatively small in their effect.
No means has been found for the direct deter-
mination of the solution pressure of. metals, but
it may be calculated from the difference in poten-
tial between a metal and a solution of one of its
salts. Methods for the determination of the lat-
ter have been devised by Ostwald, and improved
by Paschen. By the use of these and other con-
stants which the researches of physical chemistry
have placed in his hands, the physicist can now
calculate the electromotive force which can be ob-
tained by various combinations of metals and so-
lutions. On this side the theory has rendered es-
sentially the same service for the galvanic cell
which the atomic theory rendered for chemical
compounds when it furnished the means for cal-
culating their percentage composition. As in the
early days of the atomic theory, many of the con-
stants in question are imperfectly known, but
since the theory has shown clearly their interde-
pendence, new means for their determination and
for the control of their accuracy are constantly
being discovered.
A VOYAGE TO THE UNITED STATES
OF BRAZIL ON THE S. S.
"SEGURANCA."
A. BALSLEY, '91.
The steamship "Seguranca" was
built at Chester, Pa., in 1890; is
of 4033 tons burden, length 340
feet, breadth forty-five feet, depth thirty feet. Her
engine is triple expansion, condensing, of 2,000
horse power; diameter of cylinders twenty-eight,
forty-four and seventy inches, four-foot stroke;
pitch of propeller screw twenty-two feet; number
of propeller blades four. She has six steel boilers
eleven feet six inches long, twelve feet in diame-
ter, and is allowed to carry a steam pressure of
160 lbs. per square inch, and burn; fifty tons of
coal and can travel 300 miles per twenty-four
hours.
•
The steamer carries six life-boats, nine life-
rafts, and 250 life preservers. She is allowed to
carry 165 passengers; viz, 123 First Cabin, 42
Steerage, also one Master, three Mates, four En-
gineers and a crew of seventy-four.
The writer first saw this steamer August 7th,
1892, at Roberts Pier, Brooklyn. At this time
she belonged to the U. S. & Brazil Mail Steam-
ship Co., (firm now out of existence,) which
maintained fortnightly service between New York
and Rio de Janeiro and intermediate ports, car-
rying passengers, freight and mails. The " Segur-
anca" was the flag ship of a fleet of steamers.
Her sister ship was the " Vigilancie." The other
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steamers were "Alliance," "Advance" and "Fi-
nance." Captain J. R. Beers was Master of the
"Seguranca," W. A. Moriarty, Chief Engineer.
The "Seguranca" sailed from New York, Aug-
ust 12th, 1892. Quite a crowd was at the pier.
There was more or less confusion and the writer
was somewhat nervous. The scenes on both sides
as we passed out of the harbor and down the
lower bay and out into the ocean were very im-
pressive, and as the coast line faded away with
the afternoon, I began to fear that it would be
many days before I would lay eyes upon the shore
again. But the next day we were at Norfolk, Va.
taking on thd mail that had failed to reach
the steamer before she left New York.
I was called the "Illuminating Officer," and it
was my duty to turn on the electric lights, but
the first night the ship was illuminated with coal
oil lamps. The dynamo engine had a broken
bolt in the governor, and repairs were not com-
pleted until next day. This was the only serious
mishap to the electrical equipment during the
succeeding seven months.
The electrical equipment consisted of a 300
light, 110-volt Continental dynamo, connected
direct to an upright compound Ball engine, be-
ing among the first direct connected plants in use
in marine lighting. There was a 12,000 candle
power search light, and four cargo lights. The lat-
ter consisted of large clusters of incandescent
lights with reflectors, and were suspended over the
sides while freight was being loaded and dis-
charged at night.
Five days after leaving New York we arrived
at St. Thomas in the West Indies. St. Thomas
is a mountainous, crescent-shaped island; the
crescent forming an excellent natural harbor.
The island belongs to Denmark. The people are
mostly negroes, who speak the English language.
It was raining when we entered the harbor, and
the high hill tops were hidden by clouds. After
the rain and as the clouds cleared away, the sceue
presented was very beautiful. As soon as we
dropped anchor, fired the gun, and sounded three
long blasts of the big whistle, a dozen or more
small boats put out from shore, which was a mile
distant, and were soon alongside. These negroes
have all kinds of shells, corals and curios for sale.
Some of the negroes are expert divers. One
amusement for the passengers is to throw a coin
into the water; before it sinks very far below the
surface, a half dozen divers are after it, and a reg-
ular scramble takes place beneath the water; all
of which is easily seen as the water is so very
clear. For a twenty-five cent piece thrown over
the opposite side, they will dive underneath the
ship, get the coin and bring it to the surface and
say " I'se got it, massa'."
On account of its location, many steamers from
all directions put in at St. Thomas for coal and
water. Most all the coal used at that time came
from England. The method of coaling a steamer
at this port is different from any other on the
route. The coal is carried in baskets upon the
heads of native women, who are barefooted and
wear skirts that are somewhat shorter than the
bicycle skirt that has lately come into use. About
sixty of these baskets of coal make a ton, and the
rapidity with which they coal up a steamer is not
excelled at any other port where coaling is done
by hand. These women do not shake their heads
while talking, but this does not hinder any
tongue movements. They are said to be the
foulest-mouthed people in the West Indies.
Bay rum is made at St. Thomas, and exported
in large quantities. We•discharged quite a cargo
of Ohio and Indiana flour.
There was stationed at St. Thomas a cable ship
to repair ocean cables, of which there are thous-
ands of miles threaded through the waters of the
Carribbean Sea, and along the coasts of North
and South America.
On the morning of August 18th, 1892, we were
passing by the Island of Guadaloupe. It is one
of the highest and prettiest of the lesser Antilles.
In the afternoon of the same day, we were passing
the Islands of Dominique and Martinique. These
islands have beautiful mountainous scenery.
Martinique is the birth-place of Josephine, the
first wife of Napoleon. A monument which has
been erected to her memory stands on the side of
a hill facing the sea. All the people there adore
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the name of Josephine. The creoles and negroes
speak the French language.
At day-break August 19th, we arrived at the
island of Barbados. This is a very important
British port. There were over 100 steamships
and sailing vessels lying at anchor in this port.
The island is densely populated, there being over
950 to the square mile; a number which is only
exceeded by that of the island of Malta in the
Mediterranean Sea. August 20th being Saturday,
we had Fire Drill at sea. Every Saturday that
the ship was not in port, we had fire drill. The
large bell on the wheel house sounded the warn-
ing. The officers rushed to the bridge, got their
orders regarding the imaginary fire in the kitchen.
The fire pumps that are always kept going slowly,
were speeded up to the fullest. Soon there were
four streams of water playing over the sides. At
a signal of the whistle, officers and crew go to the
hurricane deck and take their stations at the life
boats and life rafts. Another blast and they dis-
persed. No member of crew was exempt from
fire drill.
There are many shallow places in the ocean,
off the mouth of the Amazon, caused by the river
depositing enormous quantities of soil. Our
steamer ran into one of these shallow places. No
damage was done, but it almost threw the passen-
gers off their feet. The steamer was turned at
right-angles to its course and put further out to
sea to escape the shallow places.
August 24th we arrived at Para. This city is
seventy-five miles from the Atlantic on the Para
river, which was a part of the Amazon river. Para
is the great rubber city of the world. Rubber
grown in Africa, Asia, India and Singapore, does
not compare with the fine grade of rubber pro-
duced on the Upper Amazon. The sap from the
rubber tree runs into small earthenware cups, and
is then gathered into a large jug and taken to the
smoke huts. The process of smoking the gum is
done by dipping a long handled spade into the
gum and then holding the spade in the smoke,
and repeating the operation again and again until
a large ball is formed on the wooden spade. This
process transforms the gum into crude rubber.
When the ball of rubber gets to be as large as a
good sized pumpkin, it is cut into halves, then
placed into boxes ready for shipment, some weigh-
ing 200 and some 400 pounds. On our return
trip from Rio de Janeiro, we stopped at Para and
took on board over 500 tons of rubber, every
pound of which was worth at least $1.00 in New
York.
On August 26th, after being out one day from
Para, we met the sister ship " Vigilancie " bound
northward.
On the morning of August 30th, we arrived at
Pernambuco. This port has a very nice harbor
formed by a natural break-water, which is said to
have been thrown up in one day by the sea.
Outside of the break-water, the sea is almost al-
ways rough, the swell running very high. One
reason for this is that Pernambuco is the most
eastern point of South America, and it gets the
full force of the winds and currents from three di-
rections, North, East, and South. There were
quite a number of vessels in port; two of them
were British Men of War.
On September 1st we arrived at Bahia. This
city is built upon a high bluff, which lines 'one
side of a large bay. The view from the bluff is
very fine.
On September 3rd we arrived at Rio Janeiro.
This city possesses one of the largest, safest and
most beautiful harbors in the world. There are
only two harbors that are said to be equal to it;
one of which is the harbor of San Francisco. The
ocean entrance is from a southeasterly direction.
The coast is mountainous and picturesque in the
extreme. On the right is a perfect sea of hills,
with here and there a granite peak, which stretches
back to the distant ranges of the Sierra de Mar,
while on the left is a group of peaks that excite
the warmest admiration. The configuration of
this mass of mountains from the flat top Gavea
on the West to the Sugar Loaf at the harbor en-
trance, gives a rough outline of a reclining human
figure, sometimes called the "Sleeping Giant."
The Sugar Loaf is a famous peak which rises ab-
ruptly from the sea at the entrance to a height of
1212 feet. The entrance to the •Bay of Rio de
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Janeiro is about one mile wide, and is so straight
and free from obstructions that no pilots are re-
quired by steamers. On the right of the entrance,
and rising from the water's edge, is the most im-
portant and formidable fortress of Brazil, the fort
of Santa Cruz. The strength and inaccessibility
of this fort is said to equal that of Gibralter. It
is capable of holding a large garrison, and is well
armed with modern cannon of the most approved
type. It is also used as a military and state prison.
On the left of the entrance and at the base of the
Sugar Loaf, is Fort St. John, which is equal in
strength to that of Santa Cruz. Our steamer
passed through this entrance and dropped anchor
just inside. Shortly after an Italian cruiser came
through the entrance and anchored near by. This
cruiser fired a salute, which was answered by the
forts. This firing of heavy cannon was the first
ever heard by the writer, and it is needless to say
that he was very much impressed. The harbor
was full of steamships and vessels of all descrip-
tion. The bay widens out until its dimensions
are sixteen miles in one direction and eleven in
another. The streets of Rio de Janeiro are very
narrow and the majority of the buildings of old
style, built principally of broken stone and mor-
tar and plastered on the outside, or faced with
various colored tiles. There are, however, quite
a number of fine buildings. The Wall street of
Rio is called Rua de Ouvidor. The street cars
are small affairs compared with the street cars we
have at the present time, and the mules that drew
them were still smaller. The car fare was equal
to 2 cents of our money. They had begun to
improve their street car system, and were putting
in an electric road, part of which was completed
and had two motor cars running. In Rio they
called the horse cars "trams."
We had a passenger for Rio who came aboard
at Para, who was exiled to an island in the upper
Amazon at the time of the fall of the Empire, and
who had just been liberated. He had been a
count under Don Pedro the Second, and as he was
taking his leave from the steamer he reported the
theft of his watch, which was valued at $1,000.
He had a great many friends to meet him at the
steamer, and they received him with much hurrah
and noise.
After discharging passengers and freight we
sailed for Santos, which is twenty-four hours run
south of Rio de Janeiro. At Santos we took on
a large cargo of coffee. Yellow fever was raging
at Santos. The mortality reports show 639 deaths
from yellow fever and 35 deaths from smallpox
during the month we were there. There were
several ships at anchor in the harbor that were
flying the yellow flag. One steamship lost her
entire force of engineers. A new force was ob-
tained, and preparations were made to sail, when
a part of these engineers took the fever and died.
I was very glad when we left Santos. I had no
desire to go ashore at this port. We returned to
Rio de Janeiro, but before we could enter the har-
bor we had to put in at the quarantine station
Ilha Grande, which is sixty miles from Rio, and
be fumigated. They sprinkled all the mats and
carpets in the state rooms with a solution of car-
bolic acid. They, also, put down in the hold of
the vessel a kettle of burning sulphur, and closed
up the hatches and allowed the sulphur fumes to
penetrate the cargo. The whole day was con-
sumed at quarantine.
At Rio we took on the mails and got a lot of
passengers, and started on the homeward trip, with
the Union Jack floating at the bow. When a
steamer enters a foreign port, the flag of that na-
tion floats at the foremast. The flag of the nation
to which the steamer belongs flies at the stern,
and if it is a United States steamer leaving port
with the stars and stripes at the stern and the
Union Jack at the bow, it means that she is home-
ward bound. The house flag, or the flag of the
steamship company flies from the mainmast.
The first stop north of Rio was at Victoria, one
day's run from Rio. Here we took on the bal-
ance of our cargo of coffee. On entering this port
we ran aground, and there 'we staid for nine days.
Some of the passengers left the ship and went in
to Victoria in small boats, and took passage on a
coast steamer, and had several days start, but
when we got off the bar we overtook these pas-
sengers further up the coast. While we were
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aground at Victoria we tried every way to float
the steamer, and only did so after discharging a
part of our cargo into barges, which had to be
loaded back into the steamer after she was floated.
We had a pilot aboard, but he was mistaken in
his bearings. In almost all of the ports when
entering or leaving, we took on a pilot. On our
return we made the same ports as we did going
down,
On September 26th we were at Para. Took on
a full cargo of rubber. The authorities at Para
objected to our passing quarantine without in-
spection, but they finally consented after delaying
us six hours.
The Equator passes through the mouth of the
Amazon, where the days and nights are equal, the
sun rising and setting at 6 P. M. and 6 A. M.; the
rising of the sun being another one of the very
pleasant scenes in sea life.
During one of the three trips made to Brazil,
the sailors initiated all of the younger members
of the crew who had never before crossed the equa-
tor. The way they did this was to get a large
sail, tie up the four corners and fill it with water.
Then old Neptune came aboard with a large
wooden razor. A policeman brought the young
fellows before Neptune. They were lathered with
an old paint brush and some of the old paint that
was handy. Then they were shaved with the
big wooden razor and tossed into the pool of water.
This is considered great sport among the sailors,
and was witnessed by all of the passengers. After
each initiation, Neptune's agent would solicit
among the passengers, and some one of the pas-
sengers each time was required to supply refresh-
ments for Neptune and his men.
October 3rd we arrived at Barbados. We were
quarantined and no one allowed to board or leave
the ship until the port doctor arrived, although
there was no sickness on board. After the doctor
passed upon the sanitary conditions of the ship,
the passengers were allowed to go ashore. It was
at this port where members of the crew bought
clothing. A tailor would come aboard and take
measures for clothes, make them up while we
were down the coast, and have them ready for us
when we came through on our return. The rea-
son for this was that Barbados being an English
port, good quality of clothes could be bought less
the duty at very reasonable prices.
Coming up from Para and before we reached
Barbados, we saw several whales spouting in the
distance. Along about this time I lost an electric
eel, a very fine specimen I had purchased in Para,
which I had intended to take to New York, but
the porter let it get away in changing the water
one morning. The shock from this eel was al-
most equal to that of a 500-volt circuit. It would
soon be exhausted after giving a great many
shocks, but during the night would recuperate and
the next day would give as strong shocks as ever.
It was four and a half feet long.
Five days from Barbados we arrived at St.
Thomas. Took on a supply of coal and water,
got a few more passengers and started for New
York. There were two Russian cruisers at anchor
in the harbor at St. Thomas, and the officers were
about to hang a couple of prisoners to the yard
arms, but the harbor officials objected and the
hanging was postponed until the vessels got to
sea. Violation of an order in the Russian navy
is punished by death. We saw these Russian
vessels again in the great naval parade which took
place in New York harbor October 11th.
On the run between St. Thomas and New York
we crossed the Gulf Stream October 10th. The
temperature on leaving the Gulf Stream, within
a space of five minutes, changed from 75 to 65
degrees. This sudden change of temperature
caused the ship to contract so much that it caused
four main journals of the large engine to heat so
hot that they smoked. The vacuum gage ran up
from twenty-six to twenty-eight inches.
On October 11th at daylight we arrived at quar-
antine in New York. It was eight o'clock before
the doctor came aboard and inspected all the pas-
sengers and crew. Shortly after this the great
naval parade formed line and passed up towards
the Statue of Liberty. There were fifteen United
States cruisers and gunboats, four English ships,
three French, two German, three Brazilian, one
from the Argentine, one from Holland, two Ital-
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Ian and three Russian ships that took part in this
parade.
On October 12th the great military parade
marched up Broadway. Marines of all foreign
cruisers marched in this parade, something that
never occurred before, so many foreign forces
marching in a civil parade in a foreign country.
ROSE TECH CLUB OF CHICAGO.
H. S. Putnum, '86  President
A. W. Wicks, '92  Vice President
T. L. Condron, '90  Secretary-Treasurer
R. H. Buntin, '89, J. R  Leighty, '92,
0. E. Becker, '95, David McCulloch, '94,
M. H. Bentley, '94, A. V. H. Mory, '95,
W. W. Crowe, '95; J. R. McTaggart, '95, .
A. M. Catlin, '92, Walter Mills, '92,
E. P. Coleman, '93, Wm. Menden, '91,
S. L. Henrikson, '94, B. R. Putnum, '92,
Chas. Sames, '86.
ROSE TECH CLUB OF INDIANAPOLIS.
H. M. Stanton, '94
H. W. Foltz, '86  
A. M. Hood, '93  
 President
Vice President
Secretary-Treasurer
E. F. Folsom, '92.
Burgess Allen, '93.
Elmer Brown, '94.
H. B. Jones, '91.. E. L. Shaneberger, '95.
A. S. Bixby, '92. Claude Ott, '92.
A. J. Hammond, '88.
E. C. Elder, '86.
W. C. Masterdon, '86.
F. T. Hord, '88.
ROSE TECH CLUB OF PITTSBURG.
Oscar Baur, '87  President
W. D. Wiggins, '95  Secretary-Treasurer
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ROSE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF ST. LOUIS.
W. H. Palmer, '87  President
S. E. Johannesen, '93  Secretary
W. A. Layman, '92.
ALUMNI NOTES.
Ridgely, '96, has a position in the R. R. shops
at Bloomington, Ill.
W. J. Klinger, '96, is with the Weldlers Steel
Tube Co., Elwood, Pa.
Meriwether, '96, has a position in the railroad
shops at Knoxville, Tennessee.
Farrington, '96, has a position with the Youngs-
town Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
Werk, '96, superintended the building of sev-
eral houses for his father during the summer.
Elmer Brown, '94, is connected with the Na-
tional Steel Billet Co., as chemist, Indianapolis.
Alumni, please send notices of changes, mar-
riages, and other matters of interest, to the editor.
Tuller, '95, is engaged with his father in drain-
ing and improving 2,000 acres of timber land in
Southern Illinois.
Rice, '96, has joined his brother, Rice, '93, who
is connected with the Metropolitan Telephone Co.,
of New York City.
McTaggart, '96, has charge of the Niagara Falls
branch of the Pittsburg Testing Laboratory, situ-
ated at Niagara Fills, N. Y.
Beebe and Wells, '96, are doing electrical work
in Terre Haute. They have the street railway
company's contracts for wiring.
THE SORT OF A BEAST.
"I'm a roaring lion, wife," said he,
Who long had lingered at the bar,
When she remarked: "It seems to me
A razzled, howling jag-uar."
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THE PIPE RUSH.
The school session had hardly commenced be-
fore the Sophomores challenged the Freshmen to
a game of basrball to be played on the following
Saturday, Sepre—mber 19th, adding to the challenge
the customary warning that pipes would have no
place in Freshmen's hands that afternoon.
Although the two days intervening between
the date of challenge and the time set for the
game scarcely gave the Freshmen opportunity to
become acquainted with each other, they man-
aged, though with considerable difficulty, to mus-
ter a team of nine men who thought they might
be able to play basAall, together with a few who
cheerfully consented to act as substitutes and su-
pernumeraries. The day was a cold one, more of
the fooGall than basej•all order, and the many
spectators who came out with the expectation of
seeing something exciting, shivered through a
dragging, uninteresting game of three innings,
only being detained by the knowledge that the
incidentals advertised to follow the game would
certainly be of a kind to arouse flagging interest.
The students, however, watched the game intently
and were on the alert to discover any good quali-
ties in the new men which might recommend
them as candidates for the school team. There
was a disappointment in this respect, however,
and it took no professional eye to separate the
good players from the poor ones; the former being
so few as to be plainly in evidence while the nu-
merous errors of the latter created the doubt that
perhaps they had never handled the ball previ-
ously.
P—Iroi-vnley at third, Meriwether in the pitcher's
box, Hegarty at short and Kidder at first did the
best work for the Freshmen and will bear close
watching when the base ball season opens in the
spring. What the men in the field might have
done or were capable of doing is entirely a matter
of conjecture as they had few, if any opportunities
for displaying a skill they might possibly possess.
For the Sophomores, Trumbo and Schwed did
great battery work, the other members playing in
about their usual style. The list of players and
their positions and the score by innings are as
follows:
Hanley  Schwed
Kidder  1 b  Stone
Meriwether  l)  Trumbo
Hegarty  s s  McClellan
Bergeron  2 b  Dav
Townley  3 b  Kidder
Richardson 1 f  Li kert
Appleton  f  Crebs
Helmer  r f  Jumper
Freshmen 
Sophomores 
Umpire—Martin, '97 
3 0 3 6
X 82 6
ROSE
Scarcely had the " Fleisig, Fleisig " of the " Neun
und Neunzig" slogqmade itself heard when the
Freshmen produced their concealed pipes or were
presented with them by enterprising Juniors, and
real action instantly commenced. A whirlwind
of Sophomores, rendered valiant by their over-
whelming numbers, precipitated themselves upon
the daring Freshmen who, in no wise daunted
by the heavy odds pitted against them, made
vigorous defense, and it was only after three quar-
ters of an hour of fierce but intermittent strug-
gling that they were forced to yield the pipes of
war to their victorious foes. Staying qualities
vary inversely as the numbers, is a new theorem
successfully demonstrated by the courageous
Freshmen, and their long drawn out defense was
sufficient to warrant the expectation of interesting
developments in lower class warfare before ban-
quet time. After the rush, the young ladies
among the spectators went about collecting small
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fragments of Freshmen which they might convey
home and carefully salt down as souvenirs of the
occasion. Panting contestants lay upon the
ground with scarcely sufficient breath left to call
for water, while Seniors and Juniors cheerfully
stalked about the Weary ones enjoying themselves
immensely by inquiring of the prostrated if they
were hurt and how they felt.
Seriously, however, no one was hurt. The con-
test was much too friendly for any real rough
work, and it was again proven that a pipe rush is
without exception, the very best means of intro-
ducing new members to the old students.
The resulre-MITIOrgameleaves—tEFSenior
class still in possession of the championship. The
Seniors have defeated both Juniors and Sopho-
mores and undoubtedly could win out in a game
with the Freshmen, although the team has been
seriously weakened by the loss of one of its star
players. -
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GYMNASIUM WORK
Regular gymnasium work begins the latter part
of this week. The schedule has not yet been
posted but it is probable that the system of class
division will be the same as is in vogue in rou-
tine Institute work. Two hours a week will be
devoted to gymnasium work, one hour at each
time of meeting.
A new system of gymnasium supervision is to
be introduced this year. The Board' of Athletic
Directors, consisting of two members from each
class, will be divided into four sections, these sec-
tions to have control of the gymnasium, the
apparatus pertaining to it and the properties
of the Athletic Association. This of course,
to except gymnasium class work. The first
and third sections will consist of a Senior
and a Sophomore; the second and fourth, of a
Junior and Freshman, each section to have charge
for two consecutive weeks. The names of the
directors in control will be posted after every
change, and as they will make it a point to be
always on hand, no difficulty will be encountered
by any health-seeking individual who may wish
to enter the gymnasium.
As heretofore, spectators must confine them-
selves to the gallery and it is to be insisted upon
that strict adherence be given to all other rules of
the gymnasium.
This week, hooks are to be placed at convenient
plhces in the dressing rooms. The old lockers
must be used until the gymnasium is provided
with new and modern ones, which in all proba-
bility will not be for some time to come.
The dues for the gymnasium work, which is to
be compulsory with the under classmen, will be
one dollar per term; Athletic Association dues,
seventy-five cents per term, remain the same as
in previous years.
TENNIS TOURNAMENT.
There will be a tennis tournament held on Sat-
urday, October 17th, under the direction of Prof.
Hathaway. If the number of contestants is
sufficient, the preliminaries will be played be-
tween members of the same classes during the
week and the finals between the representatives of
the different classes on the 17th, as follows:
'00 vs. '99, '98 vs. '97, first round.
Winner vs. winner, second round.
Prof. Hathaway is laboring to make the tourn-
ament a success, and his interest in the practice
of the students should be an incentive for them
to co-operate with him by actively engaging in
preparatory work. At this season of the year
foot ball is undoubtedly of paramount interest,
but as comparatively few participate in this sport,
there is no good reason why tennis should be
made to take a back seat entirely. The grounds
are not in the best of condition, but in a few days
no complaint can be made on that score, as it is
the intention of the tennis committee to put the
courts in first-class shape for the tournament.
THE ELEVEN.
At the close of the last school year all those
who took any interest in foot ball were jubilant
over the prospects for a moderately good eleven
the next fall. Only two of the old men were
going out with the class of '96, and although places
vacated by such men as Klinger and Meriwether
would be no easy matter to fill, it was confidently
expected that the incoming class would not fail
to bring in at least two good men.
This fall, prospects are not so bright. It is true
that all of the old men with the exception of the
two mentioned above, and Morris, are again with
with us, ready, and what is more, willing to play
ball, and the new class numbers in its ranks a
few men of fairly good ability, but there are one
or two other considerations which do not tend to
make matters look rosy.
Our old centre, Mead, who has held that posi-
tion ever since entering Rose Tech., may be unable
to play this year owing to an unfortunate and
rather serious injury to his left foot, received some
time during the summer vacation, and Ingham,
who was expected to develop into a phenomenal
half-back under proper guidance, is not with us,
having for some unknown reason remained on
the prairies of Wyoming, from whence he origin-
ally sprung.
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Thompson, then, will practically be the only
man to be considered as capable of holding down
centre. His great strength and weight would
undoubtedly make him a desirable acquisition to
the team, but lack of speed and lightness on his
feet would be points to work against him.
For guards, last year's men, Davis and Rypin-
ski, will probably make the team again. McLel-
lan, substitute guard last year, and Hubbell, wh6
last year was unable to play because of extra
work, will make a hard fight for the same posi-
tion, and the first two mentioned will have to do
extra good work to remain where they are.
Whitten is a sure man for tackle's position. His
remarkable game last year would guarantee him
a place on almost any team, and if the other side
could be represented by as able a man, we would
need have no fear for our line. At present, Pfleg-
ing and Kittredge are the most promising candi-
dates for the position. The former played guard
on the T. H. H. S. team last year, and is an active
man and a sure tackler, while Kittredge, who was
substitute tackle last year, has perhaps a slight ad-
vantage in weight, fearlessness and hard running.
Last year's ends, Austin and Hellweg, are prac-
ticing steadily, but Austin will probably drop
back to half, while Hellweg may he unable to
play as the injury he received at Cairo last Christ-
mas is somewhat troublesome. Jumper, Schwable,
Meyer, Kidder and Stone are all working hard,
and it is a question which ones will make the
team. Morris has left the Institute, and his posi-
tion at quarter is already filled by Lufkin, who
will captain the team.
At half, Ford is picked for one, and Kittredge
or Austin will play the other. It is still too early
to positively locate these men.
There are two candidates for full back this year,
Meriwether and Lansden. Lansden had considera-
ble experience at that position on the second eleven
last year, and is a good ground gainer, hard run-
ner, sure tackler, and fair at bucking the line, but
has not yet learned to kick or catch the ball.
Meriwether, who, by the way, is a brother of last
year's right tackle, excels in punting and catch-
ing and is, besides, a fast runner and a hard man
to stop. His superior kicking abilities give him
the advantage, when we consider that a light
team such as ours must necessarily play a fast
open game.
A Freshman who would help the team out in
more ways than one is Larson, of Minnesota. He
is a man of mighty frame and muscle, and has
had two years', experience as guard on the Mac-
Allister College team of Minneapolis, and while
on that team played against the University of
Minnesota. He is firm, however, in his refusal to
play, and we must trust to the excitement of a
first game to arouse sufficient enthusiasm to get
him to play. Calvert, a new '98 man and an old
West Pointer, has also had considerable experi-
ence at foot ball, but he has not yet made his
appearance on the campus.
Summing up, we may say that Rose will be
represented by a team of medium weight with a
good line, but of uncertain strength behind it. A
first game is necessary to show up both strong
and weak points, and it will be looked forward
to with great interest.
INTER-CLASS GAMES.
The Senior-Junior and Sophomore-Freshman
games which were scheduled by the foot-ball com-
mittee to be played on Saturday, September 26th,
did not take place as originally intended. Owing
to the physical disability of several of the Seniors
and to the disinterestedness of many more, the
Senior-Junior game was called off. The Fresh-
men were unable to find eleven men sufficiently
well acquainted with the game to warrant a par-
ticipation in it, and on this account their meet
with the Sophomores did not take place.
Moreover, it was generally conceded that the
two best teams in the school were the '98 and '99
elevens, so that a game between them would be
close and of absorbing interest. The spirit of rival-
ry which naturally existed between the two classes
was greatly heightened by a challenge from '99, im-
mediately accepted by '98 on condition that their
scheduled game with '97 was not to be played.
Making a .virtue out of necessity, '97 gracefully
withdrew from the field, and when the two rival
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teams lined up for action, each man thought that
it was but the matter of an hour or two before
his team could claim the championship of the
school.
The day was hot, too hot for good foot ball, but
when a few of the players suggested that the post-
ponement of the game till a cooler day would be
advisable, they were immediately hooted down
by those eager to see the game begin.
Play was commenced with '98 at the south goal
and '99 in possession of the ball. '99 kicked off
and by a series of hard centre plays, rapidly
worked the ball into 98's territory, where it stayed
the greater part of the first half. After ten min-
utes play, Crebs was pushed through and sent
over the line for a touch-down. Crebs kicked goal.
'98 then kicked off. Soon securing possession
of the ball, they slowly worked it toward the '99
goal with precisely the same tactics that '99 had
so successfully used, and would undoubtedly have
secured a touchdown had not the referee's whistle
at that point declared the end of the half.
In the first part of the second half, the play
was close and exciting, but toward the end '98, by
more open play, rapidly advanced the ball until
it was dangerously near '99's goal line. The call
of time was the only thing that prevented '98
scoring.
The line-up was as follows:
Wamsley. . . . • C 
Hubbell  R G 
Schneider L G 
Montgomery R T
Whitten  L T
Roberts  R E
Voorhes  L E
Stilz 
Ford R H
Austin L H 
Lansden  F B
Thompson
McLellan
Keyes
 Schwable
 Schwed
 
 Edwards
 Davis
Trumbo
 Kittridge
Stone
 Crebs
Referee—Lufkin, '97. Umpire—Hellweg, '97.
Linesmen—Shaver,'97 and Brachmann,'98. Time-
keeper—Phillips, '99. Score, 6-0. 15 minutes
halves.
There was the customary amount pf back-talk,
rag-chewing and hair-splitting, but a class game
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would lose half its charm were it not for these ac-
cessories. In fact, they make the game more in-
teresting, as the individual characteristic points
are thus brought out.
Schwable's vigorous language made the game
very interesting for those of the fair sex who were
among the spectators and who could not under-
stand the plays made. They hope to see another
game between the two elevens soon.
A general impression exists, that had the halves
been 30 minutes in length, the Juniors would
undoubtedly have won the game; as it is, the
Sophomores claim the school championship and
neither '97 nor '00 care to dispute it.
SCRUB GAME.
It was announced on Saturday morning, Oct. 3,
that a scrub game would be played that afternoon
between the first and second elevens, and in an-
swer to a call for twenty-five men to present
themselves on the campus at 2 o'clock, about
eighteen made their appearance.
Instead, therefore, of lining up for a practice
game, considerable time was devoted to passing
and falling on the hall, tackling, running low and
rapidly forming for a scrimmage after any play
had been made. This was done under the direc-
tion of D. N. Gerber, a member of Purdue's '95
team, who had kindly volunteered his services
that afternoon could they in any manner be used.
The men soon had it forced upon them that
they had a vast amount to learn and a good deal
to unlearn, and in the two hours spent on the
field, many valuable notes were taken, enough, in
fact, to furnish the basis for a week's hard work
for the team. Towards the end of the practice
period the elevens lined up, and the vigorous
work in end plays and line bucking which fol-
lowed was sufficient to take the sap out of the
men to such an extent that they hailed with
pleasure the cry to cease playing, and were eager
to take a bath and have a rub-down.
From the number of formerly able-bodied men
seen limping about the streets the following day,
a novice might jump to the conclusion that foot-
ball was truly the brutal game depicted by
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notoriety-seeking, sensational papers, instead of
placing the proper construction on it, i. e., that
men at the beginning of a season, fresh from a
long vacation and not yet hardened to work,
would naturally be somewhat bruised or stiffened
after such play, as, indeed, would be the result of
any vigorous bodily exercise to which the partic-
ipant was unaccustomed.
THE OPENING GAME.
The first scheduled game of the season was
called on the campus, Saturday October 10th, at
3:45 P. M., when Rose lined up against a team
consisting of members of the Terre Haute High
School and city Y. M. C. A. teams. The opposing
eleven was a strong one, several of the players
being old college men who had, while at school,
played on their regular college teams, which fact
tended to make the game a closely contested one.
As had been the case on the two preceding
Saturdays, the day was too warm for a lively foot-
ball game, and on this account the captains agreed
to cut down the time for the halves to twenty-five
and twenty minutes.
Rose won the toss and chose the south goal.
Terre Haute kicked off to Lufkin who advanced
the ball nine yards before being downed. Then
commenced the tactics which won the game. The
backs hammered the line time and again for steady
gains, and only three times in the first half did
Rose fail to gain the requisite five yards. When
the ball was in Terre Haute's possession the same
tactics were used but with poor effect, and the
ball was invariably lost on the fourth down.
By its steady line plays Rose advanced the ball
slowly toward the north goal, and the referee's
call, "Third down, half a yard to gain," found R.
P. I. within a yard of the goal, and Meriwether
was forced over the line for the only touch down
of the game. Lufkin failed to kick goal.
Terre Haute kicked off to Hubbell who was
downed after advancing the ball three yards. Rose
lost the ball on downs and Terre Haute bucked
the line again for a series of small gains. The ball
then went to Rose, and on the third down, Meri-
wether hit center for a gain of ten yards, when
time for the first half was called.
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In the second half, Rose kicked off to Crampton
who carried the ball forward three yards before
being downed. The ball went from Terre Haute
to Rose and back again continuously. Terre
Haute slowly advancing the ball toward the north
goal, and it was then that Walker made the big-
gest gain of the day; a run of twelve yards around
right end. Time was called with the ball in Rose'
possession on her fifteen yard line, first down.
The line up:,
Hell weg R E Crampton
Hubbell R T Records
Davis R G Colberg
Thompson C  McClosky
Rypinski, Pfleging . L. G  Brown
McLellan  L T Whitcomb
Jumper  1. E Kimmel
Lufkin Q B Gerber
Ford R H B Lyons
Kittredge  L H B Walker
Meriwether F B  Franklin
Substitutes, R. P. I.—Meyer, Stone, Lansden ;
T. H.—Green, McGrew, Blinn. Umpire—Stone,
'98. Referee—Crawford. Timekeeper--Instructor
Harris. Linesmen—Pfleging and Lansden.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
Rypinski was obliged to quit the game after the
fifth down, as he was cut over the right eye, and
Pfleging was substituted in his place.
Just before the end of the second half, Rose hav-
ing the ball, a signal was miscalled and it looked
for a second as if the ball would be fumbled, but
Meriwether siezed it, and darting through an
open place advanced the ball ten yards unassisted.
Rose has discovered her weakest point, interfer-
ence. The majority of gains were made between
left tackle and end and in the same place on the
other side. An end play almost invariably lost
ground, the opponents breaking through and
downing the man carrying the ball before he
reached the line. It will require constant prac-
tice to remedy this fault.
PRACTICE.
Monday, September 26, at 1 P. M., sixteen men,
eager to see things begin, presented themselves on
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the campus for the initial practice of the school
time. Now, this was something heretofore un-
heard of at Rose. For has it not always been the
custom to wait until a week before the first game
to indulge in any kind of team work? For in-
stance, last year at this time students were just
commencing to get ready to think about making
preparations for the first inter-class game, and it
was fully two weeks later before real live work
began. This, however, was encouraging. It was
evidence that there existed an unusual foot ball
spirit in the school, and that those who wished to
get on the team knew that it would require good
hard playing to convince the captain that they
were better players than the others, and more
capable of representing the school upon the
gridiron.
It isn't an easy matter to bolt a dinner and
then hurry to the campus with fair prospects
of having the dinner bolt you. One o'clock is an
unreasonable, unseasonable hour for such work,
and it requires a patriotic man possessing a great
love for the game to sacrifice himself and his noon
recreation hour for the good of the team. Espe-
cially is this true of the men composing the second
eleven. It restores faith to the worldly wise, who
begin to believe that all men are not indifferent
to things not actually concerning them when
they see those few come out to be battered up and
down with no other hope of reward that the pros-
pect of seeing their old school colors wave trium-
phantly over a vanquished eleven at some dimly
distant date. We are truly thankful to them,
and would like to be thankful to many more,
therefore, the management makes a heartfelt
prayer to all who know anything whatever about
the game to come out and make things interest-
ing for those already there. One o'clock is a poor
hour for practice, but it is the only hour obtain-
able, and as always we must make the most of it.
The main difficulty with our players is that in
the past few years so few games have been played,
or, even witnessed by them, that the knowledge
which they once possessed is forgotten, or points
which they considered fine a few years ago, are
now obsolete, and not to be counted upon as val-
uable in a game of modern foot ball. If we could
have a game once a week with some team that
was up in all new things, or, better still, if it were
possible to obtain the services of a competent
man as coach, some new developments might be
expected. As it is, matters will probably run
along in the same old rut, and all we can do is to
endeavor to get out of it. Patience in this case
will never cease to be a virtue, and in a year or
two, if not this season, we may expect to reap
some reward for long and honest effort.
FOOT BALL SCHEDULE.
Rose has practically but one foot ball game
scheduled, and that is with Wabash College, at
Crawfordsville, Saturday, October 17. Dates are
set for games with Butler University, at Indi-
anapolis, Saturday, October 31, and with DePauw,
at Terre Haute, Saturday, November 14, but the
games are not positively to be played. No ar-
rangements have been made for a Thanksgiving
game, but it is hoped that one may be secured
with the Crescent Athletic Club, of Evansville,
for that date. The Normal may put a team in
the field, and in that event we will probably meet
them.
MEETING OF ATHLETIC DIRECTORS.
The first meeting for the year of the new Board
of Athletic Directors was held in President Mees'
office, Friday noon, October 9, with all members
present excepting Shaver, '97, and Pfleging, '00.
After the meeting was called to order, a discussion
ensued regarding the athletic dues for the year,
and it was unanimously agreed that they should
be the same as for the preceding year.
An auditing committee, consisting of Hubbell,
'98; Edwards, '99, and Appleton, '00, was appoint-
ed to examine the retiring treasurer's books and
transfer them to the new officer.
The Secretary was instructed to post an account
of all proceedings which would be of general in-
terest to the students, after each meeting of the
Board.
The Board then adjourned till Friday night,
October 16, when more important business will
be transacted.
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FOOT BALL MEETING.
The unusual enthusiasm existing in foot ball
circles this season, resulted in a call for a meeting
at six o'clock, September 18th, and at that hour a
goodly number of men assembled to talk over the
prospects for foot ball, and to discuss ways and
means for the coming year. It was finally sug-
gested that the best method of proceeding would
be to nominate a committee consisting of a mem-
ber from each class, whose duty it would be to
outline the work for the year, and to arrange a
series of class games to be played at the earliest
opportunities. In accordance with this sugges-
tion, the chairman appointed the following men
who were recommended by their respective classes:
Lufkin, '97; Lansden, '98; Edwards, '99; Meri-
wether, '00, with Hellweg, '97, as chairman and
aCting manager. They received instructions to
proceed with their duties at once and to make
their decisions known as soon as possible.
As a result of its deliberations, the committee
on the following day offered this schedule of inter
class games:
September 24th.—Seniors vs. Juniors.
Sophomores vs. Freshmen.
September 31st.—Winner of the '97—'98 game
vs. the winner of '99—'00 game, and loser of the
'97—'98 game vs. the loser of the '99—'00 game.
The explanation offered by the committee for
this arrangement of the schedule was that it was
deemed inadvisable to devote three Saturdays to
inter-class games in order that each class might
meet the other three, and that this method would
be the shortest one for deciding the school cham-
pionship.
For reasons elsewhere given, this schedule was
not strictly followed, and only one day was given
up to class games.
Attention has been called many times to the
fact that the wheelmen are not to ride over the
embankment of the running track. Many
of the men are careless or forgetful about it
and if the practice is kept up, the top and sides
will soon be worn so that someone riding on the
track may get a severe fall by not being able to
take the curve without going over the embank-
ment. That the track may be kept in as good
condition as possible, all who go between the
main building and the shop should give prefer-
ence to the cinder path whenever convenient.
SCORES ELSEWHERE.
DePauw 22—Indiana University 4.
Purdue 32—Rush 4.
L. A. C. 26—DePauw 12.
Minnesota 12—Grennell 0.
Northwestern 6—Beloit 6.
Wisconsin 34—Lake Forest 0.
Champaign 70—Knox 4.
Harvard 18—Newton A. A. 0.
Brown 44—Amherst 6.
Chicago University 6—Iowa 0.
Yale 12—Orange A. C. 0.
PennsYlvania 16—Dartmouth 0.
Cornell 48—Western Reserve 0.
A FOOT BALL TERM.
4*.;
r /AVAt-
"A Punt Out."
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THE MOONSHINE DISTRICT OF
KENTUCKY.
T. D. WITHERSPOON, JR., '00.
In the summer of 1895 I had the pleasure of
spending several weeks in that romantic part of
Kentucky known as the "Moonshine District."
Situated in the extreme southeastern corner of
the state is a group of counties celebrated for the
lawlessness of the denizens and for "moonshine
whisky," better known as "mountain dew."
Shut in by the rugged mountains these coun-
ties are almost inaccessible, except on horseback,
.and even the bridle-paths are difficult to follow.
One becomes bewildered with the twists and turns
unless backed up by a brave heart, and is apt to
return, bidding the "shiners" farewell.
Here dwell that lawless class of men that have
for over fifty years defied the United States mar-
shals in their attempt to control the output of
whisky in this district. •
A tax had been placed on distilled liquor years
before these people knew of the authority of the
government to impose this license. The first in-
timation they had of such a law was when a rev-
enue officer entered the then peaceable country
and, after traveling over the greater part of it,
and visiting all the stills he could reach, returned
home and reported what he had discovered.
Gathering up a posse he returned, destroying the
stills and arresting the owners. An outbreak of
indignation at once swept over the country.
These simple minded people could not conceive
by what authority he could enter the country
and, after accepting their hospitality, betray them.
All went quietly, although the feeling was very
bitter, until one night a raid was made on Wout-
en's Creek, in Perry County, on which several
stills were known to be situated. The owners
resisted the officers and a general fight ensued in
which several were killed. A woman seeing her
husband killed, struck a deputy marshal over the
head with an ax, killing him instantly. While
still flourishing the ax one of his friends shot her.
When the report was spread that a woman had
been killed by a revenue officer, the whole coun-
try rose up of one accord to drive out the officers.
From that day to this a marshal who enters the
country takes his life in his own hands. Raid
after raid has been made, and battle after battle
fought, death thinning the ranks of both sides,
but as the years have passed the mountaineers
have become more secret in hiding their stills and
more vigilant in watching for the approach of the
officers. Every mountaineer sides with the "shi-
ners," and information as to the location of a still
is impossible to get.
One's life in this region is in constant danger,
for every stranger is suspected, because officers
have disguised themselves in every imaginable
manner and entered the country in the hope of
discovering a still.
Suppose an officer does obtain some clue to the
position of a still; if he tries to get in sight of it
to note its exact location, he must take a hard
climb, for the stills are always situated at the head
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of some ravine far up the mquntain side, near a
spring of cold water. As he slowly creeps up the
bed of the stream, watching every clump of laurel
for a thin blue column of smoke, his life is in
imminent danger, for sentinels are always on the
lookout and he will be detected long before he
ever suspects the near presence of an enemy. A
puff of smoke far above, and his journey is ended.
A raid is hardly ever undertaken in the day
time, for two reasons. First, whisky is only made
at night,and as there is hardly ever any one around
during the day except the sentinels, the destruc-
tion of the still would be of little use unless the
owner is captured. Second, the danger of going
up one of these deep ravines in the day time is
too great.
A dark, rainy night is generally selected, for
when the leaves and brush are wet, less noise is
made, and the party cannot be seen at any great
distance. Climbing over the bowlders and fallen
trees in the bed of a creek is not an easy task
when you are expecting a volley at any instant.
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As they climb higher and the stream narrows,
greater caution is exercised, not a sound being
made. After hours of this difficult work,
at last a light is seen far ahead. Then the
moment for cool heads has come, for unless the
" shiners " are surprised, they will dart into the
darkness and fortify themselves within rifle shot
of the still, then death to the officer who passes
within sight of those unerring rifles. If the offi-
cers are successful and have divided their men so
as to surround the still, all will go well. When
the rush is made the " shiners " will be caught in
the still-house, and then a desperate fight begins,
ending only when one party is overpowered.
If the men are captured they are first securely
bound. The officers then destroy the house, cut-
ting up the worm and emptying all the whisky
and mash on the ground.
As can be seen from the illustration the house
is simply a frame structure to protect the men
from the weather. Under this the furnace is
built of stones taken from the creek. It is about
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twelve feet long, open at one end for the fire, the
still being placed at the other.
Out of the top of the still runs the neck which
conveys the steam to the worm.' The latter is
placed in a tub of cold water kept full from the
spring, and as the steam condenses it runs out into
a bucket.
The stills are of all sizes and shapes, from an
old iron pot of five gallons capacity, with a wood-
en top and two old rifle barrels for a worm, to a
twenty-gallon copper still and worm. The whis-
ky is as clear as crystal and as pure as can be
made.
I have often been asked why, if so much whis-
key is made and sold, the stills and the owners
are not discovered. Only the sworn friends of
the "shiners" are let into the secret of the exact
location of the still. No one else is permitted to
go near the still, even to obtain whisky, on pain
of death.
Every one in the country knows who has a
still, and even the revenue officers are aware of
the fact that such a man is running an illicit
still and selling whisky, but the mountaineers
are so shrewd that it is impossible to get wit-
nesses.
There are a great many ways of obtaining
whisky without either getting yourself or the
seller into trouble.
In purchasing liquor, money is never handed
directly from you to the "shiners," for if he be
brought up in court, and it is proved that he
received money for whisky he could be sent to
the penitentiary. There are many ways of get-
ting around this, and I will give a few of the most
interesting methods of evading the law.
Stopping at a cabin on the road, the mountain-
eer with whom I was traveling, went up to the
door and asked if we could get a drink. The old
man who came to the door, invited us in and asked
if we wanted "strong" or "weak," telling him we
wanted "strong," he now asked whether "small,"
"medium" or "large." Replying that we wanted
"large," we went to the barn with him and
after shutting the door he began to search in a
bundle of fodder for the jug.
While he was getting the whisky and pouring
out a "large" drink which meant a quart, I
watched my friend to see how he would manage
about the money. In the corner of the barn near
the door a place had been cleared and covered
with sand, in this he dropped the fifty-cent piece
and kicked the sand over it.
The quart of whisky was handed him in an
old tin cup. He took a drink while the distiller
was looking, but while he was replacing the jug,
with his back toward us, my friend poured the
whisky into his bottle and put it in his pocket.
When the man turned again the whiskey was
gone, where, he could not have sworn in court,
nor had he received any money or had anything
been said about the price. After we left he
picked the money out of the sand.
Another very common method and one that
is often practiced is the "sliding drawer." You
enter one side of the log cabin of the "shiner,"
and knock on the opposite wall, a small drawer
is pushed through. In this you place your bot-
tle and the money. The drawer is pulled back
and in a moment returned with the bottle full.
No one is seen, or any sound heard to enable
you to discover who gives the whisky.
There are many other methods used to prevent
the possibility of proof being obtained for the
selling of liquor, but so far, very few "shiners"
have been caught, as it is necessary to have an
eye witness to the exchange of money for the
whisky, before an indictment can be made. All
efforts of the revenue officers have been in vain
to put a stop to this illicit distillation of whisky,
and until some better method than fighting is de-
vised, the mountaineers will always be victorious,
as a braver and more daring race of people never
lived than these Scotch-Irish inhabitants of
south eastern Kentucky.
(The two following sketches are the ones select-
ed for publication this month, taken from the
English exercises of the Freshman class.)
STEAM—WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT ISNOT.
To the question, "What is the cloud that we
see rising from the surface of boiling water?" nine-
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tenths perhaps would answer, "Why, steam, of
course." This is an entirely wrong conception of
what steam is. Steam cannot be seen. What
you see is merely vapor, or small particles of
water suspended in the air.
The instant that steam leaves the surface of the
water in an open vessel, it comes into contact
with the air, and is cooled or condensed into vis-
ible vapor.
What then is steam? Steam is a gas generated
from water when the latter is heated to 212° F.
while under atmospheric pressure. When the
water is confined so as to be under'pressure, above
that of the atmosphere, as in a steam-boiler, the
temperature at which steam is generated rises
with the increase in pressure, but not in the same
ratio.
That steam is invisible can be shown in several
ways: The space above the water-line in the glass
gage of a steam-boiler is perfectly clear and trans-
parent, no matter what the steam pressure may
be; again, if steam, of any pressure, be allowed to
escape into the air, as through a pipe or cock, it
will be noticed that nothing is visible near the
orifice of escape. Not until the steam has passed
some distance and become cooled by contact with
the air is it visible—and then it is no longer
steam. Chas. J Larson '00.
MY ROOM—MATE'S DOG.
My room-mate was a big, good natured fellow,
always jolly and full of fun, and on the whole an
exceedingly handy individual to have around, ex-
cept at night, when his very generous proportions
required an equally generous amount of the bed
and coverings. However, we were very congenial;
in fact, I think we were as much so as is possible
for two fellows to be, one of whom has been
"coined" at the ratio of about sixteen to one of
the other, and consequently feels it his duty to
advocate the coinage of "other metals" at a like
ratio.
Taking things all together, we had been enjoy-
ing life for about a month—that is to say, about
as near as a Freshman can come to enjoying life,
when one day my friend received a box from
home. That box contained nothing more nor less
than a small rat terrier, a favorite of my friend's,
so he said. As we had no rats in our room, and
as I was not especially fond of his canine lord-
ship's society, I tried to prevail upon my room-
mate either to give the dog to the butcher or put
it to some other good use, but my fat friend merely
puffed a little harder at his cigar and said nothing.
The days went by and the now principal occu-
pant of the room proved to be a terrier in every
sense of the word. It was the rule and not the
exception for us to come home and find the floor
strewn with books and papers and almost every
movable object out of place, and probably, his
dogship having grown tired of his amusement,
asleep on the bed, table, or any place else that
happened to strike his fancy at that particular
moment. I stood all this and a great deal more
for some time, and was growing desperate when
Providence, or something else, relieved me of the
painful duty I had about taken upon myself to
perform.
One day I came home in time to find the little
brute just finishing his dinner which, by the way,
had included a cake (of soap), a few postage
stamps, and a portion of a bottle of mucilage.
This diet seemingly disagreed with him, so, feel-
ing sorry for the little animal, I very thoughtfully
administered a little strychnine to relieve the
pain of indigestion. This had the desired effect,
and in a few minutes my patient was sound asleep.
L. L. Helmer, '00.
A MANDOLIN CLUB.
A meeting of the mandolin and guitar players
was held at the residence of Mr. Kidder of North
Center St., for the purpose of organizing a man-
dolin club. There were about a dozen men pres-
ent, and nothing definitely decided upon, except
that they could not play together with the or-
chestra, as there was not time for regular rehear-
sals and practice. We hope, however, to see
something done before very long towards mak-
ing this a permanent organization.
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DEATH OF PROF. ARNOLD TSCHUDY.
Born at Interloken, Switzerland, September 11,
1871, Arnold Tschudy liad but reached the age of
25 years and two days when he died of congestion
of the brain, Sunday, September 13, 1896, at 2
o'clock, at the home of his aunt, Mrs. Peter Hen-
derson, six miles south of Rochester, Ind.
The deceased passed the greater part of his
early life in his native land, leaving Interloken at
the death of his mother when he was only six
years old, for Walderburgh, where he spent the
next eight years in a struggle for an education,
graduating from the Gymnasium or high school
of Basle at the age of fourteen years. • In 1890 he
came to the United States, and being quick to
adopt our manners and customs, it was but a short
time until he was thoroughly Americanized, and
from the thoroughness of his previous training
was enabled to enter the Senior class of the In-
diana University in 1893, graduating with the de-
gree of Bachelor of Arts in 1894. Eighteen
months later he was elected instructor in German,
and Librarian in the Rose Polytechnic Institute
at Terre Haute, which position he still held at the
time of his death, and it is thought that the in-
tense mental application to his college work, to-
gether with the nervous strain induced by a re-
cent bicycle trip to Canada, were the immediate
causes of his death.
Though born of noble parentage, the Tschudy
family reaching back in the history of Switzer-
land for ages, and numbering among its members
some of the most brilliant lights of Switzerland's
civilization, Arnold was modest and unassuming.
He inherited the culture and refinement of his
ancestors until courtesy became an instinct, and
though master of five languages he was retiring
and simple in his speech, only saying that which
should be said and doing that which should be
done.
In religious trend, he was a member of the
Swiss Reformed Christian church, while in moral
action his purity of thought and his conscien-
tious executions of purpose made him an exam-
ple well worthy of emulation. In companion-
ship he sought only the best, and the tone of any
circle of acquaintances was always elevated by
his entrance into it. In his death the world
loses a scholar and a gentleman, while those who
knew him best realize that they have lost a friend.
Rev. Cook delivered the funeral address, and
all that was mortal of Mr. Tschudy was laid to
rest in the Mt. Olive cemetery, Tuesday after-
noon. Floral offerings were sent by the faculty
of Rose Polytechnic Institute, the Century Liter-
ary Club of Indiana University and the Fulton
County Teacher's Association, while a large
crowd of friends attended him to his last resting
place.—Rochester Sentinel.
FACULTY CHANGES.
There have been several important changes in
the faculty since last June. In Professors Ames
and Brown, the school has lost two exceptionally
good men,and we are sorry to have to say good-bye
to them. The departure of Professor Brown has
caused some important changes. The position of
Superintendent of the Shops has been abolished,
and Mr. Harris has charge of the down stairs, or
metal department, while Mr. Smith looks after
the wood department up stairs. Professor Gray
is now Director of Engineering, and Professors
Peddle and Wagner are his associates.
Professor Peddle is well known, and his fitness for
the position is beyond question. Since his gradua-
tion in 1888 he has had ample opportunity for both
study and practical experience, having held an
important position with the Worthington Pump
Co., of New York, and he was also in the employ
of the Westinghouse Electric Co. Since his con-
nection with the Institute he has been a hard stu-
dent, and only last June received the degree of
M. S.
Mr. Wagner, who fills Professor Brown's place,
is a graduate of the University of Michigan and
recently he has been employed there as Associate
Professor of Engineering. He comes to Rose
very highly recommended and should be a valua-
ble addition to the Faculty, as he has spent sev-
eral years in Mexico in charge of work, and, while
he was at the University of Michigan he had con-
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siderable experience as Consulting Engineer on
important work.
Mr. McMeans and Mr. Burk are so well known
to most or our readers as not to need mention,
Mr. McMeans having been editor of this paper
for the preceding year. He takes the place left
vacant by the promotion of Mr. Peddle, and in
addition will be Physical Director of the new
gymnasium. Mr. Burk takes the the position of
instructor in Chemistry, formerly filled by Dr.
Harold H. Ballard.
Professor Faurot has come to us recently to fill
the vacancy caused by the death of Mr. Tschudy,
and if recommendations count for anything Rose
may consider herself lucky in getting such an ef-
ficient instructor. He was born in Michigan, but
received his education at the University of Ne-
braska, where he graduated in 1891. From 1891
to 1893 he was engaged in high school work, and
in '94 he returned to the University to take a
post-graduate course in German and Philology, and
received the degree of Master of Arts. He spent
last year abroad, making a special study of the
Germanic languages, part of the time under Pro-
fessor Sievers, the famous Anglo-Saxon scholar.
He divided his time abroad between the Univer-
sities at Berlin, Leipsic and Wittenberg and re-
turned home just in time to accept the position
which he new holds.
THE POLYTECIINIC TELEGRAPH ASSOCI-
A7'10N.
The original company was organized sometime
in the fall of 1889, A. D., by Messrs. McCormick,
Baumgartner, McCabe and Balsley for the purpose
of establishing a means of rapid (?) communica-
tion among the members. However, for some
reason or other, it dropped out of existence in
1892. To come to more recent times ;— about
March 16, 1895, several telegraph fiends held a
consultation, one day at noon, in the Institute
building, and decided that if some old wire, a
pair of climbers, and enough old bottle necks to
serve the purpose of insulators, could be collect-
ed they would reorganize the company and try
to carry on business. Accordingly, a president
was elected to boss the job; a secretary-treas-
urer to see that the other fellows paid in enough
money to buy the above mentioned articles; a
Superintendent, whose tluties were to approve
bills made against the company, see that the mem-
bers "cut in" all right and did not run in "elec-
tric bells," tape joints and "incidentally " climb
poles; a Board of Directors, which consisted of the
president, secretary-treasurer and Superintendent;
and a "construction gang," whose duties were to
carry the brace and bit, unreel wire, sit around
the foot of the pole while the superintendent tied
up the wire, swap jokes, "know all about it," and
smoke.
After the above mentioned departments got to
work, the line was put up and has worked very
well ever since, except for a few interruptions
due to the high winds shaking the loose joints on
the line, causing a varying resistance (at a recent
meeting it was decided to buy a real soldering
pot), " other " linemen spying the wires where
they should not be, or a sudden fall in potential,
due to one of the main batteries evaporating.
Business got so heavy several times that it was
thought a parallel line would have to be run in
order to keep everything moving without delay.
Last June the company closed a very successful
year, having twenty-two members on the list.
This fall the line was put in running order quicker
than was ever known before; in fact it was in run-
ning order before the scholastic year commenced,
which reflects great credit on the push and energy of
our genial superintendent, Mr. H. Richardson;
there is no pole too high for him; no barn roof to
steep. There are not quite so many members at
present, as a natural result of the class of '96 grad-
uating, but as many students are looking into the
cost of instruments and "binding posts " it is
hoped the roster will soon be full again.
At the first meeting of members this fall it was
decided that the company would bear one-half the
cost of connecting in any new member.
The telegraph forms an excellent means of com-
munication between members of the Institute, and
many a pleasant hour can be whiled away during
the cold winter nights (if the landlady does not let
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the furnace go out). What affords a better chance
to run out and get a breath of fresh air (or to stop
differentiating a few moments) than when the
words Fire! Fire! or Parade! Parade! go over
the line?
What better way of ornamenting your room
than to have two nicely braided wires running to
your telegraph instrument and a ground wire
hanging on your gas jet?
The art can be acquired sufficiently well by a
few weeks' practice to enable the patient or fiend,
whatever you may call him, to ask "What time
is it?" or "where r u gg to-nite ?" etc., and very
soon he will be able to carry on a regular conver-
sation.
Several improvements are contemplated in the
near future, one of which is to send standard
time over the line every evening at 10:00 P. M.,
so that all members can set their watches simulta-
neously and thus save a half unexcused.
These are but a few of the many inducements
offered to students to join. R. N. '97.
THE '98 MODULUS.
The class of '98 has decided to undertake the
edition of a "Modulus." The minor details have
not, as yet, been decided upon, but the intention
is to get out a book that can be reproduced by
each succeeding Junior class, rather than so ex-
tensive a work as was produced by '96. The work
has been divided up and each division placed in
the hands of a committee. We sincerely hope
that the whole school will lend a helping hand
toward the successful completion of the under-
taking, as there will be a great deal of hard work
for '98, under the most favorable circumstances,
and as it is published in the interest of the school
every one should be willing to render all the as-
sistance in his power. The following is a list of
the chairmen of committees: Frank A. Whitten,
Executive; Arthur C. Eastwood, Literary; Jno.
T. Montgomery, Ways and Means; J. M. Lans-
den, Jr., Illustrations. The Illustrating Commit-
tee will, in the near future, open a "Photographic
Bureau," and any one having interesting photo-
graphs is requested to let the committee have
them, and the best of these will be reproduced in
the "Modulus." This invitation is extended to
all, and especially to the members of the Camera
Club who we hope will help all they can. A
box will be placed in the hall and students will
please drop therein anything of interest they may
come across.
ORCHESTRA.
Thus far, the orchestra has had one meeting,
and for the reason that there were so few mem-
bers present, no active steps were taken as regards
the music and work for the coming year. Very
little hope can be entertained towards the success
of this organization, if the men take hold this
year as they did last, and it is, indeed, an organi-
zation that the school cannot well afford to lose,
just because a few fellows say "they haven't time
tonight," or "another engagement," etc. It has
already been found out that there is very little
material in the Freshmen class, but if the men
we have, will and can, as we know they can, de-
vote a few of their spare moments to the orches-
tra, they will have no cause to regret the time and
the work put into it. At this meeting, Ingle, '97,
was elected president and Fletcher, '98, treasurer
and property man. A list was made, showing
about sixteen men who will probably play, and
we hope that when the next meeting is called
every man will be in his place, with the deter-
mination to do his share in making the orchestra
a success. Mr. Colburg will direct the orchestra
again this year.
WIRING TABLES.
At the close of school last June Mr. Place pre-
sented all of the '97 Electricals with a copy of
his " Multiple" wire table for copper wire, and at
the time every one was in such a hurry to leave
that the table was placed in some accommodating
pocket and in many instances perhaps forgotten.
While "stringing wires" during the summer I
was obliged to calculate some lines and after using
the familiar formula a = 1 10.56 ( a equals area
in circular mils) three or four times the
multiplication became tiresome and the
results looked very doubtful. At this point I
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remembered something of a wiring table which
was stowed away somewhere, and after this was
found the difficulty was solved, for the applica-
tion of the table was simple and the sizes looked
rational, so the work was done according to this
and passed inspection all right.
The table gives the diameter in mils and also
the sizes in the B & S. gauge; the resistance of
several wires joined in series, the resistance of
two or more wires in parallel as well as the size of
wires of given lengths to give a certain loss in
volts with a given current, may be ascertained
very quickly.
Although most of us secretly hope for a job
more pleasant and profitable than wiring, yet one
of these tables would certainly prove a useful
companion in case we failed, and were obliged to
don the tool-belt and a pair of climbers.
G. W. JR., '97.
CAMERA CLUB.
At a meeting of the club held Thursday, Oct.
8th, it was decided to hold regular photographic
competitions at intervals of about four weeks.
Prize Winner in the first contest. By Newbold, ' 97.
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The competitions excited a great deal of inter-
est last year.
Dr. Mees has kindly consented to allow a pic-
ture frame to be put up in the main hall over
the book rack next to Prof. Hathaways room so
plenty of light will fall on it. In this frame pic-
tures of general interest to the school, taken by
members of the club, will be put on exhibition
and changed from time to time.
A complete dark room is in the basement of
the main building for use of members.
The club is short of members this year; let
everyone who owns a camera come forward and
lend a helping hand to build up a good member-
ship. The size of the camera is no objection.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS.
CLASS OF '97.
CLARENCE H. TUCKER
J. H. HALL
WILLIAM G. ARN
JNO. H. HELLWEG, JR.
A. G. SHAVER
CLASS OF '9
 President
 Vice-President
 Secretary-Treasurer
. . Athletic Directors
8.
FRANK A. WHITTEN  President
HARRY B. ST1I z  Vice-President
C. A. WALMSLEY  Secretary-Treasurer
JOHN E. HUBBELL
JOHN M. LANSDEN, JR. • •
CLASS OF '9
ARTHUR P. STONE  President
WILLIAM G. DAVIS  Vice-President
JNO. F. SCHWED Seretary
CLIFT B. KEYES  Treasurer
EDMUND P. EDWARDS
CECIL HOWELL
1.
Athletic
9.
. . . Athletic
Directors
Directors
CLASS OF '00.
SIDNEY J. KIDDER  President
GUSTAVE A. MAIER  Vice-President
R. ROY WARFEL 
FRANK W. PFLEGING
WM. (I. APPLETON
Secretary-Treasurer
. . Athletic Directors
ORCHESTRAL CLUB.
J. DAVID INGLE  President
Secretary
THOS. FLETCHER  Treasurer
Property Man
E. F. COLBURG Leader
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
JNO. H. HELLWEG, JR., '97 
JNO. M. LANSDEN, JR., '98 
E. P. EDWARDS, '99 
A. G. .SHAVER, '97
J. E. HUBBELL, '98
CECIL HOWELL, '99
TELEGRAPH ASSOCIATION.
 PresidentJ. H. HALL
President
Treasurer
Secretary
 
 Directors
ROGER M. NEWBOLD . . . . Secretary-Treasurer
HARRY S. RICHARDSON
CAMERA CLUB.
R. M. Newbold  President.
0. B. Moore  Secretary and Treasurer.
Officers for the Mandolin Club and Scientific
Society have not yet been elected.
THE FRESHMAN CLASS.
William C. Appleton, Dayton, Ohio.
George T. Bergeron, Calvert, Texas.
J. Irving Brewer, Terre Haute.
Thomas W. Gibson, Louisville, Ky.
William S. Hanley, Terre Haute.
William M. Hegarty, Newport.
L. Leslie Helmer, Terre Haute.
Superintendent
Professor Ames is reported to have been seen
in town on the 2nd ink.
Knapp, Ex-'97, stopped over on the 26th, while
on his way to Ann Arbor.
J. A. W.—" Wait a minute, let us see if Mr.
Camp has said anything."
Edmund Frank says that times are so hard in
Cincinnati that all the clocks have laid off one
hand.
Walter F. Huthsteiner, Tell City.
William B. Kelley, South Bend.
Sidney J. Kidder, Terre Haute.
Chas. J. Larson, Lake Park, Minn
Henry Leser, Indianapolis
Jesse H. Loofbouron, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Charles S. McCosker, Mobile, Ala.
Harley McIlroy, W. Terre Haute.
Herbert F. Madison, Terre Haute.
Gustave A. Maier, Danville, Ill.
Fred B. Mand, Terre Haute.
David Meriwether, Jr., Louisville, Ky.
Curtis A. Mees, Woodville, Ohio.
Don F. Osborne, Cassopolis, Mich.
Frank W. Pfleging, Terre Haute.
Harry S. Richardson, Terre Haute.
Carl V. Snow, Dayton, Ohio.
Frederick L. Townley, Wyoming, Ohio.
William B. Trout, Decatur, Ind.
Allison L. Vrydagh, Terre Haute.
R. Roy Warfel, Monticello.
Thomas D. Witherspoon, Jr., Louisville, Ky.
Robert York, Pine Bluff, Ark.
Average age of Freshmen is 19-i years.
Phillips, formerly of '96, has entered this ycal
and is doing the work with '99.
Kessler, '97, and Hanley, '00, spent their vaca-
tion camping out at Maxinkuckee.
Overheard at the "pipe rush"—"Papa, papa,
take Harvey off of Harry, he is killing him,"
Junior—"But, Professor, isn't the area on the
inside of that solid sphere greater than on the
outside?"
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Walser, '96, is taking a post-graduate course in
chem ist ry.
Balslev, '91, electrician of the Terre Haute Elec-
tric Railway company. is now rooming with Mont-
gomery, '98.
Flickinger, '99, will not return to Rose. having
decided to complete his course in the Worcester
Polytechnic Institute.
Overheard in the Physical Laboratory—"Say,
Heichert, I don't see how such a small wire can
have such a big resistance."
Nittridge, '99, am I I ichardson, '00 had each
other all to themselves in the "pipe rush." They
both go to see the same girl.
Fletcher, '98, was confined to his room for a
week on account of illness. Presumably his va-
cation was too much for him.
Gerwig, '98, and Reed, '98, did not return to
the Institute with their class this year. Gerwig
is now in the Ohio State University.
(than, '99, and Insley, '99, have not returned
this year. Given has gone to Leland Stanford,
and Insley has a position in Indianapolis.
Pirtle, '98, had a serious fall from his wheel this
summer while coasting near his home. He still
carries several scars resulting from his fall.
Fry, '97, asks the Professor in thermodynamics,
—"How would you remove that piece of red-hot
iron from the furnace—tie a string around it?"
In looking over some papers the other day be-
longing to a student, a Senior who is sometimes
of a poetical turn of mind, we found the following:
her hair is dark, her eyes also;
I think she has another beau;
But nothing daunted, with a vim
I'll set to work and startle him.
Blacksmith work did not agree with Schwable
to start with. He burned out completely in the
first afternoon and litiled to materialize the next
morning.
We are sorry to state that Ingham, '99, will not
attend Rose this .'ear. He is at work somewhere
in the west, but we have been unable to learn
particulars.
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A Sophomore recently observed Trout, '00,
closely investigating a fire-alarm box, vainly en-
deavoring to poke a letter through the crack
above the door.
One of the Freshmen recently interrupted a
recitation by jumping up and saying, " Mr. Mc-
Cormick, when are you going to give its one of
those whizzes."
Ford—" Say, will you please pass those biscuits?
This is the ninth time I have asked for them.
Junior--" Well, you got one every time you
asked, didn't you?"
Boudinot, '99, has returned to his home in
Danville, Ill., not being in fit health to complete
the term's work. He will probably resume his
studies after Christmas.
E. P.—" Have you boys obtained the diameter •
of that wire yet?" "Yes, sir, we have it accu-
rately in centimeters." "Well, measure it over
and get it in millimeters."
Jones, '91, who is now employed in the Patent
Office at Indianapolis, was in the city October 10th
on business. He visited the Institute and re-
newed his old acquaintances.
Townley, '00, earned several nicknames in the
game of base ball immediately preceding the
"pipe rush." Among them were "Oklahoma Cab-
bage" and "Chrysanthemum."
Witherspoon, '00, became so interested in
thoughts of dear ones at home the other evening
that he got all the way up stairs in the house next
to his before he found out his mistake.
One of the Freshmen bought a nickel's worth
of candy the other day. It consisted of one cent's
worth of chocolate drops, a cent's worth of cara-
mels, one stick of "barber pole," and two pieces
of peanut candy.
The new professor of German seems to have had
a bad effect on '99. In answer to a question as
to the gender of "Sonntagmorgen" Burt answered,
dative, while a few minutes later Platter said that
"ilium" was third person, singular case..
Time Supt. of the Telegraph Line was heard
to say the other day, in trying to induce a new
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man to join the association— Sure, you must get
on right away, there is another man just on who
can't talk either, and you and he can talk to each
other."
Dr. Mees, in dealing out advice to the Fresh-
men at their first meeting, was telling of the evils
of the tobacco habit, and ended by saying—" You
must not expectorate on the front steps if you
expect to rate high in your classes."
Platter, '99, has earned a reputation as a fireman
having extingui,hed an incipient blaze at his
lodging house. McLellan and Ellsworth can tes-
tify that he is not at all careful where he turns the
hose, for they were both trying to assist him.
At the first meeting of the Freshmen, one of
the men asked why the meeting had been called.
The chairman informed him that it was to get
ready for the coming "pipe rush" with the Sophs,
whereupon the man exclaimed. "Are there any
Sophs present?"
The time was 6:10 P. M. and the janitor was
waiting in the hall to lock up Prof. McCormick's
room, when he was heard to remark, with a long
sigh, "Blame those Freshmen, they are all so
stuck on algebra that Mac can't get rid of them
for a half hour or so after time."
While discussing the main features of one of the
recent campaign parades, Dr. Mees said to a friend
—"It shows how well the electric street car tracks
are constructed, that they can carry one of those
modern seventy-ton locomotives."
"Yes, Doctor, but that locomotive was only a
a sham."
"Well, I guess I could see for myself."
H. T. Patterson, Ex-'96, is now in Tincup, Col.,
with an Electrical Contracting Co. He expects
to be in the city in the course of a month or so.
Stone and Smith of '99 rode from Niagara Falls
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to Terre Haute on their Wheels a short time ago.
They stopped at a small town not far from Cleve-
land and were directed to the hotel and admon-
ished that the keeper of it was strongly in favor of
free silver, so they decided to "work " him. Stone
approached him and told him he was for Bryan
heart and soul, and that the whole party were free
silverites. The keeper seemed irresponsiye and
dryly showed them their rooms. The cold re-
ception staggered them until Smith called Stone's
attention to the fact that he had forgotten to re-
move the McKinley button from his coat.
The following are some of the boys who spent
their vacation profitably:
Hubbell, '98, worked all summer at the Van-
dalia shops.
Froehlich, '99, worked for the Electi c I:ail way
Co. at Toledo, Ohio.
Rypinski, '97, assisted in installing an electric
plant at Scranton, Pa.
Tucker, '97, was drafting at the Watertown Ar-
senal, Watertown. Mass.
Philip, '97, was winding armatures for the
Louisville City Railway Co.
Newbold, '97, was busy with some locomotive
tests on the l4.& N. R. R.
McLellan, '99, was at work for the Ohio Valley
Telephone Co., in New Albany and Jeffersonville,
Indiana.
Hellweg, '97, was in the employ of the North
Wisconsin Lumber Co., in charge of their electric
plant.
Heichert, '97, was with the Taunton Locomo-
tive Works at Taunton, Mass., in the drafting
department.
Lufkin, '97, among other things wired the State
Insane Hospital for incandescent lamps at his
home in Anna, Illinois.
That a woman has no aim in life,
A thoughtful-minded person owns.
And if you don't believe it sir,
Just watch her when she's throwing stones.
—A. G. S.
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Lacrosse is being agitated hy several colleges.
Ohio has more cojleges than any state in the
Union, with Illinois next.—Er.
The University of Illinois started out this
year with eleven new instructors.
Cornell will no longer make Latin and Greek
requisite for the degree of B. A.—Er.
Princeton College will celebrate its one hundred
and fiftieth anniversary during the latter part of
October.
Over 8,0(X) students are enrolled at the Univer-
sity of Berlin, mind over one-fourth of these are
A mericans.—Ex,
How do you know Hamlet had a bicycle? Be-
cause he said, " Watch over my safety while I
sleep." —Ex.
The University of California will offer a course
in the Chinese language and literature for the en-
suing year.—Ex.
United States is the only country in the world
that spends more money on education than on
war equipments.—Er.
The first college paper printed in the United
States was at Dartmouth College, with Daniel
Webster as editor-in-chief —Ex.
The Polytechv ir publishes a list of the Freshmen
in the school, giving the age, height, weight,
school and home address, politics and religion.
Some of the eastern colleges spend large sums
towards increasing their libraries. Columbia ap-
propriates $43,000: Harvard, $17,000, and Yale,
$7.000.
Yale has abolished the course in popular nov-
els. The course has been elected by over 300
men. The inference is that it was not a very dif-
ficult one.—Ex.
Eyes were made to droop,
Cheeks were made to blush,
Hair was made to crimp and curl,
Lips were made—oh hush!—Er.
Visitor, to Fond Mother—I hear your son is
quarter-back now. F. M.—Oh, no, he's all back
now, except two teeth and a part of one ear.—
Knox Student.
Professor," What kind of a clock do we call one
that is so adjusted as to correspond exactly with
solar time?"
Robinson, "A good clock."—Ex.
Wisconsin now recognizes manual training as
a part of the work of free high schools. The
state will now contribute $250 annually to high
schools which maintain a mutual training depart-
ment.—Nornuil Pointer.
The Indiana State Normal School uses the
Roman pronunciation in the Latin classes. One
of the students recently started to conjugate part
of the verb "amo," using the English system.
He had gotten as far as "aram, aras, arat," when
the Professor asked him where the other animals
were.
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